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Simile and metaphor worksheet

About this worksheet: This worksheet of smiles directs each student to label each sentence as a cylinder or metaphor. Similes worksheet provides a list of smiles and metaphors. A student must read each type on the list and label it as a chilli or metaphor. Simile is a comparison using a word such as or as. The metaphor is a comparison of two things, using words like is or is. Both
similes and metaphors are very similar. They're both types of figurative language. This worksheet provides good practice for identifying what is simile, and what is a metaphor. This worksheet is suitable for the 6th century B&amp;B. Write your metaphors Write your metaphorsGiant children the chance to think creatively about metaphors by letting them write their own! Students
stretch their imagination and figurative language skills as they think about how to describe their class, bedroom, and more.2.gradeReading &amp;amp; Writing similes and metaphors are related to figurative language techniques. Both smiles and metaphors draw comparisons between two or more things; however, there are some significant differences between them. Similes
always use a word like or word to make a comparison. Metaphors don't use that word the way or the same. As a result, metaphors can be more indirect and harder to identify. Here's an example that will help you understand my point: I was lost in the blue, cloudy sky of his eyes. This is an example of metaphor. The speaker compares his eyes to heaven, but this is not explicitly
done. The comparison is indirect. Here's the same example, but changed simile: His eyes are like blue, unclouded skies. In this example, the comparison is clearer. It is easier to determine that the speaker is making a comparison. The worksheets and activities on this page will give students a laser-focused practice (an indirect metaphor for BTW) to help them become simile and
metaphor experts. These worksheets are available in different formats: PDF files for printing exactly as I formatd these worksheets, Rich Text files to make changes before using them in my classroom, and Ereading Worksheets for web execution on any Internet-connected device. Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 1 – This worksheet has 20 examples of syllables and metaphors.
Students read each example, determine whether it's a sim or a metaphor, then explain what the two things are compared. Do you want to distinguish between instruction and make it more difficult for some students? Ask your high-profile character to translate each example into a literal language. Let them explain what the speaker says without poetic devices. With two two two
pages, this worksheet is as occupying as useful. Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 1 | RTF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 1 | PDF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 1 | Preview of Silli and Metaphor Worksheet 1 | Answers to Sim and Worksheet 1 | Ereading Worksheet – Online Activity for Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 2 – Here are 20 more simile and metaphor examples to help
students master this figurative language skill. Again, students read each piece, circle, whether it's a simile or a metaphor, and then explain which two things are compared. I also recommend you have your own high achieve students to translate each example of literal language as well, especially if you assign it to the classroom. I think some students are working very quickly on
these issues and need an additional cognitive function to keep them in dispute. Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 2 | RTF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 2 | PDF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 2 | Preview for Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 2 | Answers to Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 2 | Ereading Worksheet - Online Activity Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 3 – Another 20 simile
and metaphor examples that give students the practice they need by distinguishing between smiles and metaphors. Like others, this worksheet uses two two two-sided sheets, but you can save a lot of paper if it is not printed at all. Just assign students the ereading worksheet at the bottom of this paragraph. It contains the same questions and a long response to explain which two
things are being compared. Of course, online questions are automatically categorized, providing immediate feedback to students and less workload for teachers, and results can be printed, saved, sent, or even shared on a FaceBook. You should really give it a chance if your students have access to the Internet. Simile and metaphor worksheet 3 | RTF Simile and metaphor
worksheet 3 | PDF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 3 | Preview for Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 3 | Answers to Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 3 | Ereading Worksheet – Online Activity for Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 4 – Here's another worksheet of smiles and metaphors to help students learn about these techniques. This one is a little heavier than the other three, but still
pretty easy when you know what you're doing. Again, students read 20 examples of smiles and metaphors. They identify each technique and explain which two things are compared. If your students can successfully complete this activity, they may be ready for more sophisticated language activity. Simile and metaphor worksheet 4 | RTF Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 4 | PDF
Simile and Metaphor Worksheet 4 | Preview for Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 4 | Answers to Sim and Metaphor Worksheet 4 | Ereading Worksheet – Online Activity I hope these worksheets provide students with enough practice to identify similes and metaphors. I think they're going to do it. If your students need more practice in figurative language and poetic devices, I have
many more activities on this website. Check some links to find your next activity. Thank you for visiting! anchor standards ccss. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4 – Interpret words and phrases as they are used in text, including the identification of technical, meaningful, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone. ccS. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.L.5 –
Demonstrate an understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. Expand to display all common basic status standards related to similes and ccss metaphors. ELA-Literacy.RL.3.4 – Specify the meaning of words and phrases as used in the text, distinguishing the literal from a non-literal language. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.4.4 – Specify the
meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including those that refer to important characters in mythology, such as Hercules. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative language such as metaphors and smiles. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.6.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including image
and meaning; the effect of a particular choice of words in relation to meaning and tone. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.7.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and meanings; analyze the effects of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (e.g. alliteration) of a particular verse or stanza poem or part of a story or drama. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4
– Determine the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and meanings; analyse the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including analogs or sub-instructions for other texts. ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.9-10.4 – Specify the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and meanings; analyse the cumulative effect of
specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g. how language creates a sense of time and place; how it sets an official or informal tone). ccS. ELA-Literacy.RL.11-12.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and meanings; analyse the impact of specific choice of words on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or
languages that are particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Includes Shakespeare and other authors.) ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.3.5 – Show understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. Carbon dioxide and storage. ELA-Literacy.L.4.5a – Explain the meaning of simple smiles and metaphors in the context (e.g. as beautiful as a picture). ccS.
ELA-Literacy.L.4.5b – recognise and clarify the meaning of common idioms, adages and proverbs. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.5.5a – Interpret figurative language, including similes similes Metaphors. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.5.5b – recognise and clarify the meaning of common idioms, adages and proverbs. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.6.5a – Interpretation of speech data (e.g. personalisation)
context. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.7.5a – Interpretation of speech es (e.g. literary, biblical and mythological cues) in context. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.8.5a – Interpretation of speech ies (e.g. verbal irony, puns). ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.9-10.5a – Interpret speech indicators (e.g. euphemism, oxymoron) and analyse their role in the text. ccS. ELA-Literacy.L.11-12.5a – Interpret speech indicators
(e.g. hyperbole, paradox) and analyse their role in the text. See the Source Common Core lesson and unit plans for understanding common basic standards looking for more? Figurative language worksheets figurative language action figurative language poems questions Simile Examples Metaphor Examples Idiom Worksheets Hyperbole and Understated Worksheets Orpheus
Lyrical: Figurative Language Overview Game Poetry Cat: Poetic Devices Review Game Metaphors and Similes Are Similar but Different. This worksheet has a variety of literary devices, and your student must identify which one. This is good practice for common basic standards 4. Other students in other classes may also be useful. If you need more help with similes, check out
this useful list of simile examples, and article, What is Simile? To help with metaphors, here's a list of metaphor examples and an article What's a metaphor? Metaphor?
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